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curated Roberto Ronca 
 

CONTEMPORARY ART EXHIBITION 

151 ARTISTS | 33 COUNTRIES 
 
dal 11th June al 11th October 2022 

Fondazione Campana dei Caduti - Rovereto (Trento) - ITALIA 

Partner 
UNRIC - United Nations Regional Information Center  
Goals for sustainable development 
IAA / AIAP UNESCO   
Provincia di Trento 
Comune di Rovereto 
 
Opening |  11th June 2022 by 9AM to 7PM 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS? #NO-GAP | 151 ARTISTS BY 33 COUNTRIES DEFENDS THE RIGHT TO EQUALITY 

 
THE PROJECT 
In goal 10, the 2030 Agenda has placed a point of fundamental importance so that the world can be a better place for all the people of 
the world. 
And so it specifies:  
The international community has made significant progress in lifting people out of poverty. The most vulnerable nations - least 
developed countries, landlocked developing countries and small island developing states - continue to work their way to poverty 
reduction. However, inequality persists and large inequalities remain in access to health, education and other services. Furthermore, 
while the inequality of income between different countries seems to have narrowed, the inequality within the same country has 
increased. There is a growing consensus that economic growth is not enough to reduce poverty if it is not about inclusive growth and if 
it does not involve the three dimensions of sustainable development - economic, social and environmental. 
To reduce inequality, policies should be universal and pay attention to the needs of disadvantaged and marginalized populations. 
 
Facts and figures 
On average - and taking into account the size of the population - between 1990 and 2010, income inequality increased by 11% in 
developing countries Most families in developing countries - more than 75% of the population - live in societies where income is less 
evenly distributed than in the 1990s  it has been shown that, beyond a certain threshold, inequality damages economic growth and the 
reduction of poverty, the quality of relations in the public and political spheres and the sense of satisfaction and self-esteem of the 
individual. There is nothing inevitable about growing income inequality; several countries have managed to contain or reduce income 
inequalities, achieving high levels of growth Income inequality cannot be tackled effectively if the underlying inequality of opportunity is 
not addressed in a global survey conducted by the United Nations Development Program, it emerged that policy makers around the 
world have recognized that inequality in their countries is generally high and poses a potential threat to long-term social and economic 
development. Data from developing countries show that children in the poorest 20% of the population are up to three times more likely 
to die before reaching the age of five than children from more affluent families. 
Social protection has been significantly extended globally, yet people with disabilities are up to five times more likely to incur 
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catastrophic healthcare costs. 
Although there has been a global decline in infant mortality in most developing countries, rural women are up to three times more likely 
to die in childbirth than urban women. 
10.a - Implement the principle of special and different treatment reserved for developing countries, in particular the least developed, in 
accordance with the agreements of the World Trade Organization 
10.b - Encourage official development assistance and financial flows, including foreign direct investment, for the states most in need, 
especially least developed countries, African countries, small island developing states and developing countries landlocked 
development, in accordance with their national plans and programs 
10.c. - By 2030, reduce the transaction costs of migrant remittances to less than 3% and eliminate remittance corridors costing more 
than 5% 
 
Reading these data it is very clear what Art can do and just as clearly it is evident how important it really is: it can communicate with 
anyone, regardless of origin, culture, social status or level of education, and consequently the Art, more than any other form of 
expression, is in itself a NO-GAP goal! 
And, as egalitarian for anyone, anyone who knows how to talk going straight to the heart, addressing the issue like no other type of 
communication is able to do. 
And for this very reason, artists and artists from all over the world are invited, without any distinction of race, color, age, culture, creed, 
political orientation, because it is essential to leave the terrain of self-referentiality and welcome in a way any point of view that can 
contribute to the correct conveyance of the message that Goal 10 of the 2030 Agenda sets is global. 
Talking about these problems worldwide is always fundamental: HUMAN RIGHTS ?, by its vocation, has always done so since the first 
edition of 2009 and has continued over the years to stir the consciences of all those who can visit it in the physical location of the 
Campana Foundation. dei Caduti and for all those who can use it on the web and in particular on social networks 
 
THE ARTISTS 
 

LAURAAGOSTINI  AHRIMARTGROUP-ANDREAPOLZONI+MASSIMOVOLPONI  ANCHIQUEARTS  ARISTTO  ALFREDOAVAGLIANO  CHIARAAVANZO 

EDWARDBAKST  ROSSELLABALDECCHI  MADDALENABARLETTA  PGBAROLDI  GARDENIABARROS  SERENABATTISTI  BERNIE 

CARLAMARIABERTOLINI  BICA  ALESSANDRABININI  SILVANOBIONDANI  BLUER  GINABONASERA  ENRICOBOVI  FRANÇOISEBRACKE 

RITABUONADONNA  CAROLINEBURRAWAY  MILENABUZZONI  GABRIELLACALLIARILANDIVAR  MASSIMOCAPPELLANI  TATIANACARAPOSTOL 

NICOLACAROPPO  CASA  ANNACASER  ELISABETTACASTELLO  ANGELACATUCCI  FABIOLACENCI  CHRISTINECÉZANNE-THAUSS  COSTANTINOS 

LUISADALL'AVA  DANIMO  FRANCESCODELORENZO  ANTONELLADELUCIA  MANUELDEMARCO  GIUSEPPEDEMICHELE  CLAUDIADELGIUDICE 

DANIELADILULLO  BRIGITTEDIETZ  VANDADIMATTIA  MARIADITARANTO  MARIADONNICI  ROBERTODOVESI  CLAUDIOELLI  ENIO  TONIAERBINO 

ORNELLAFALAVIGNA  GIACOMOFALCINELLI  YIRUIFANG  MARIARITAFERRONETTI  MARTAFRESNEDAGUTÍERREZ  IGNAZIOFRESU 

ANTONIOFUMAGALLI  MARCOFURLANETTO  LAURAGASPARINI  ELDAGAVELLI  GIANFRANCOGENTILE  TIZIANA-TIRTHA-GIAMMETTA  GISA 

LUÌGOBBINO  LUCIOGRECO  MARCOGUBELLINI  ISABELLAGUIDI  THEOHUES  GIUSEIANNELLO  ILME  YUNIKO  LIISKOGER  FENIAKOTSOPOULOU 

STELLAKUKULAKI  LACHIGI  GENNAROLANZO-SOLOARTELANZO  FRANCESCOLASALANDRA  ANNALISALENZI  FRANCESCALOLLI  LORENZOLONGHI 

ROBERTOLORENZINI  LUVJ  ANNETTEMAHONEY  FRANCESCAROMANAMAINIERI  GABRIELLAMALDIFASSI  MAURAMANFRINMAUMAN 

ROSYMANTOVANI  LAURAMARMAI  ROBERTAMASCIARELLI  FABIOMASOTTI  GERASIMOSMAVRIS  GIOVANNIMAZZI  CLAUDIAMAZZITELLI 

MEMO_ART  MAIJAELIZABETEMENGELE  FRANCESCOMESTRIA  ELISAMIGLIACCIO  NADIAEMMAMIGOTTO  JOSÉNEYMILAESPINOSA 

LUCAMORSELLI  PIEROMOTTA  MARGARETNELLA  HELENEÖFWERSTRÖM  GIULIOORIOLI  LAURAOTTOLINI  TC.PALLOTTA  

NICOLEPAPAEFTHIMIOU  MATHKAPARIS  PBELLINA  PAOLOPERBELLINI  LUCAPICCINI  CESAREPINOTTI  YAJAIRAMPIRELAM   GRAZIANAPIZZINI 

CARMENPOPESCU  PAUL-YVESPOUMAY  SILVIAREA  DANIELERENZI  BEATRICERIVA  IMERIOROVELLI  ROXMYARTE  GLENDASAFONTE  

ALEXSALA  TOMMASOSANDRI  NOBXHIROSANTANA  EFISAVVIDES  CLAUDIASCALERA  TONISCARDUZIO  CINZIASCARPA  JEANSCUDERI/司強 

VITTORIOSEDINI  MARIASTAMATI  EMANUELATERRAGNOLI  ELINATSINGIROGLOU  RAFFAELLAVACCARI  ANGELAVALENTINI  LAURAVALENTINI 

MAUROVERASANI  CLAUDIAVIANELLO  JESSICAVIGNA  IMMAVISCONTE  MARINAVITOLO  PETRVLACH  MADELEINEWORIES  CRISTINAZANELLA 

MARCOZANIN  ZERONEGATIVO  SUSIZUCCHI 

 
THE COUNTRIES 

 

COLOMBIA ITALY POLAND USA BRAZIL MEXICO FRANCE BELGIUM UK ECUADOR MOLDOVA LUXEMBOURG 

AUSTRIA CYPRUS ARGENTINA GERMANY CHINA SPAIN SOUTH-COREA CANADA ESTONIA GREECE DENMARK 

LATVIA CUBA SWEDEN NIGER VENEZUELA ROMANIA JAPAN TAIWAN CZECH-REPUBLIC NETHERLAND 

 

ORGANIZATION 
 
ART DIRECTOR        Roberto Ronca  
PROJECT MANAGING       AIAPI e SPAZIO-TEMPO ARTE  
IDEA        Roberto Ronca e Debora Salardi  
COMMUNICATION       Debora Salardi  
PR         Debora Salardi, Ornella Luvisotto 
CONCEPT COORDINATOR      Piergiorgio Baroldi 
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LOCATION       Fondazione Campana dei Caduti - Rovereto (TN) 
PRESS OFFICE        AIAPI | Spazio-Tempo Arte | Art&Forte 
ADMINISTRATION       Studio Baroldi 
WEBDESIGN       Spazio-Tempo Arte 
LEGAL OFFICE       Maria Antonietta Maggi 
SPAZIO-TEMPO ARTE FACEBOOK MANAGER - AIAPI FACEBOOK MANAGER Alfredo Avagliano 
 

HUMAN RIGHTS?#NO-GAP 

from 11th June to 11th October 2022 

FONDAZIONE CAMPANA DEI CADUTI  
Colle di Miravalle - 38068 Rovereto | Telefono: +39 0464.434412 - +39 0464.434394  
E-mail: info@fondazioneoperacampana.it 
 
Open continuously every day: 
November to February: 9.00 - 16.30 
March and October: 9.00 - 18.00 
April to September: 9.00 - 19.00 
Open Easter Sunday and Monday 
Evening opening: : 21 June to 21 September for the ringing: 21:00-22:00 
Last entry 30 minutes before closing time. 
 
The Bell rings every day: 
at 21:30 during summer time, 20:30 during solar time. 
It also rings at 12.00 on Sundays 
NB: During the winter, when the temperature approaches 0°, the Bell will not be rung to avoid it being damaged. 
 
TICKET INFORMATION: 
full: 4,00 euro (+ 18) 
reduced: 2,00 euro 
-     age 6-17 -  disabled + carer    -  journalists 
-     members of religious organisations 
 -     armed forces in civilian dress (with ID) 
Reduced: 3,00 euro per person for a minimum of 20 paying adults 
Free entry: 
-     Armed forces in uniform, Coach drivers, Tour guides, Civil service officials, Trentino Guest Card holders, Museum Pass holders, I'mart Card 
holders, Teachers (2 per class) 
-     Professional Aritst Card-AIAPI/UNESCO 

 
 

11th June 2022 | VERNISSAGE 

INFO POINT HUMAN RIGHTS?#NO-GAP - info@aiapi.it  
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